Mechanical properties of the airway tree: heterogeneous and anisotropic pseudoelastic and viscoelastic tissue responses.
Airway obstruction and pulmonary mechanics remain understudied despite lung disease being the third cause of death in the United States. Lack of relevant data has led computational pulmonary models to infer mechanical properties from available material data for the trachea. Additionally, the time-dependent, viscoelastic behaviors of airways have been largely overlooked, despite their potential physiological relevance and utility as metrics of tissue remodeling and disease progression. Here, we address the clear need for airway-specific material characterization to inform biophysical studies of the bronchial tree. Specimens from three airway levels (trachea, large bronchi, and small bronchi) and two orientations (axial and circumferential) were prepared from five fresh pig lungs. Uniaxial tensile tests revealed substantial heterogeneity and anisotropy. Overall, the linear pseudoelastic modulus was significantly higher axially than circumferentially (30.5 ± 3.1 vs. 8.4 ± 1.1 kPa) and significantly higher among circumferential samples for small bronchi than for the trachea and large bronchi (12.5 ± 1.9 vs. 6.0 ± 0.6 and 6.6 ± 0.9 kPa). Circumferential samples exhibited greater percent stress relaxation over 300 s than their axial counterparts (38.0 ± 1.4 vs. 23.1 ± 1.5%). Axial and circumferential trachea samples displayed greater percent stress relaxation (26.4 ± 1.6 and 42.5 ± 1.7%) than corresponding large and small bronchi. This ex vivo pseudoelastic and viscoelastic characterization reveals novel anisotropic and heterogeneous behaviors and equips us to construct airway-specific constitutive relations. Our results establish necessary fundamentals for airway mechanics, laying the groundwork for future studies to extend to clinical questions surrounding lung injury, and further directly enables computational tools for lung disease obstruction predictions. NEW & NOTEWORTHY Understanding the mechanics of the lung is necessary for investigating disease progression. Trachea mechanics comprises the vast majority of ex vivo airway tissue characterization despite distal airways being the site of disease manifestation and occlusion. Furthermore, viscoelastic studies are scarce, whereas time-dependent behaviors could be potential physiological metrics of tissue remodeling. In this study, the critical need for airway-specific material properties is addressed, reporting bronchial tree anisotropic and heterogeneous material properties.